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His first lesson on DVD 1 is titled : Get Noticed. This shows how to apply techniques of , to make your playing more
interesting and interesting to your audience . As Kiko was a very important figure for the guitar world for many years, his
insights and tips on this DVD are very well worth it. This DVD is especially good for people who are going to do the .
There is also a short presentation by Kiko Loureiro. The DVD 2 deals with playing in context and according to the
musical needs of the situation . The DVD 1 of Kiko Loureiro is his best DVD yet and was very well received by all his
fans. Kiko Loureiro has a good teacher's gift and also a good teacher's feeling for what the students of each lesson need.
His very engaging and charismatic personality fits perfectly into this DVD. The DVD is very clear, colourful and very
well produced. The DVD 2 of Kiko Loureiro has also been very well received and is Kiko's best DVD yet. He shows how
important it is to have some experience before actually writing a song. You should also start with the right harmony and
structure in order to build a song. The is also very good and shows how to find those difficult areas on the guitar. Kiko
Loureiro has the knowledge and the skills to work out very well with his guitar students. **Warrick Marsden, Sweden:**
This is the perfect lesson for a beginning guitarist. It's pretty short, but still teaches you some really good things.
**Aadwah, Spain:** One of the best video lessons, a must-watch for anyone starting out on guitar. **Malik, Denmark:**
I bought the DVD without having seen it before. I was attracted by the well-thought out format and the well structured
lessons. I've been watching the DVD ever since and it has taught me many things about techniques, sounds, chords, chords
and much more. I can definitely recommend it to everyone who wants to learn guitar! **Carlos, Spain:** My name is
Carlos. I'm 22 years old. I love to play guitar, but I'm finding it very difficult to keep it up. I watch this DVD, and from
the first day onwards I started to feel more confident on the guitar. I'm sure this DVD has taught me many
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